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Design of vortex generators (VGs) on a tiltrotor aircraft infinite wing is presented
using an adaptive surrogate modelling approach. Particular design issues in tiltrotors
produce wings that are thick and highly loaded, so separation and early onset buffet
can be problematic and VGs are commonly used to alleviate these issues. In this work,
the design of VGs for elimination of separation is considered using a viscous flowfield
simulations. A large design space of rectangular vane-type vortex generators is sampled
and simulated, and a radial basis function surrogate model is implemented to model
the full design space. An efficient adaptive sampling approach for improved design
space sampling has also been developed that balances the properties of space-filling,
curvature capture and optimum locating. This approach has been tested on the design
of a VG on a highly loaded infinite wing, with a representative tiltrotor airfoil section,
using a five-dimensional design space. Design of the VGs using this approach shows
that elimination of the separation is possible whilst simultaneously reducing the drag
of the wing with optimized the VGs, compared to the clean wing.
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Nomenclature
AR = vortex generator aspect ratio
b = exploitative distance function
c = vortex generator leading edge stream-wise chord location
C = adaptive sampling criterion
Cb = exploitative adaptive sampling criterion
CL, CD, CM = lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients
CR = crossover probability
d1, d2 = minimum and supremum distances between all sample points
f, g = generic functions
F = mutation rate
h = vortex generator height
H = distance function
J = objective function
k = objective comparison factor
l = vortex generator length
P = interpolation polynomial
q = interpolation model
r1, r2, r3 = three random numbers (0 ≤ r1, r2, r3 ≤ 1)
R = support radius
R0 = distance scaling factor
s = vortex generator spacing ratio
S = airfoil separation percentage
Sˆ = turbulence model variable
Ss = rate of strain tensor
u∞ = freestream velocity
u = velocity field
vn = donor vector
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w,γ = radial basis model coefficients
x = generic coordinate
y1, y2 = vortex generator spacings
α = airfoil incidence angle
Γp = circulation
δ = boundary layer height
 = small, positive constant
θ = vortex generator angle relative to freestream
λ2 = vortex extent criterion
φ = radial basis function
Ω = vorticity magnitude
Ωs = vorticity tensor
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I. Introduction
Tiltrotor aircraft aim to combine the vertical lift capability of a helicopter with the speed and
endurance of a conventional fixed-wing aircraft. In forward flight, the aircraft lift is provided by the
wings. However, structural design considerations, such as whirl-mode stability and the necessity of
sufficient internal wing volume for the drive mechanism, inhibit efficient aerodynamic performance.
This results in very stiff, short span wings and a thick airfoil (for example, the Bell XV-15 utilised
a NACA 64A223 [1]). Due to a short span and a typical cruise Mach number between 0.4 and 0.6,
these low aspect ratio wings experience a high loading; a typical cruise lift coefficient for a tiltrotor
being above 1.0. These design factors therefore make tiltrotor aircraft particularly susceptible to
stall and early onset buffet, so boundary layer control is critical and upper surface flow control
devices are an important consideration.
Flow control devices are regularly adopted in aerodynamic design, to control boundary layer
behaviour, and are often retro-fitted where problems are identified. The most common methods
are passive schemes, with vortex generators (VGs) the most conventional approach. These involve
simple small flat plates normal to the surface, usually rectangular in shape, inclined to the freestream
flow. The majority of VGs protrude into the external flow, i.e. above the boundary layer, but there
have also been immersed, or sub-layer, VGs adopted [2].
The role of a VG is to induce vortical flow via the flow separation from its sharp upper edge. The
vortex which subsequently propagates downstream entrains higher energy, higher momentum flow
into the lower energy boundary layer. This re-energises the boundary layer, suppressing separation.
For example, on the Bell XV-15 tiltrotor, VGs were utilised along the full wing span to eliminate
premature stall and retain attached flow up to an angle of attack of 15 degrees[3]. Similar results
were found when VGs were added to the V-22 Osprey tiltrotor wing [4] and fairing [5].
To understand and quantify the effects of VGs, simulation using computational fluids dynamics
(CFD) methods is often employed [5–9]. However, the modelling of VGs by conventional CFD
approaches poses difficult issues in capturing the vortex and its convection downstream. These
simulations often require high-quality, fine numerical meshes on geometries where the size of the
flow control device is orders of magnitude smaller than the global object. Both structured [10–13]
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and unstructured meshes are common [14, 15]. Problems with meshing can be somewhat alleviated
by using embedded VG models which mimic the effect of the VG, as opposed to modelling the VG
itself [16–19].
Whether fully-gridded simulations or embedded simulations are performed, the type of physics
that need to be captured tend to require simulations of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations. A suitable turbulence model must therefore also be selected. Two common
turbulence models are Spalart-Allmaras (SA)[20] and k-ω SST[21], which have both been used to
model flow around a VG [10, 11]. Yaras and Grosvenor [22] compared these models, and showed
that, perhaps, SA demonstrated the best balance between prediction, robustness and computational
efficiency. Alternatively, simulations via large eddy simulation (LES) or direct numerical simulation
(DNS) can be performed [14, 23, 24], though at large computational cost.
A simulation method can also be integrated into the design optimization process. Linking the
simulation to a numerical optimization routine allows the exploration of different designs of VGs
to optimize some objective [25], which could be drag. The requirement for the simulation here,
however, is to have sufficient fidelity physics to capture how changes to the VG design affect the
final objective. An alternative approach to full numerical optimization is to link the simulation
framework within surrogate-based analysis [26–28]. This approach uses a limited number of CFD
simulations to sample the design space of the VGs. A surrogate then provides interpolation of the
known sample points to obtain a continuous design space approximation away from the data sites. To
increase the accuracy of the surrogate model, adaptive refinement after the initial construction can
be useful in better capturing the optima in the design space [29]. A limited number of applications of
surrogate-based design to VGs has been shown [30–32], demonstrating the feasibility of the approach
to this design problem.
The work presented in this paper applies an adaptive surrogate modelling approach to the de-
sign of VGs on an infinite wing with a representative tiltrotor airfoil section operating at
typical tiltrotor design requirements. First, a demonstration of the abilities of the chosen simulation
approach to accurately capture the VG impact through comparison with experimental data is pre-
sented. Second, the quantification of flow around a tiltrotor airfoil with high fidelity CFD modelling
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of vortex generators is detailed. These vortex generators are arranged in a counter-rotating array,
where each pair consists of the rectangular vane type. A design space interrogation by statistical
sampling and surrogate modelling is presented. Finally, exploitation of an optimum VG design via
the surrogate model is presented and compared against the flow around a clean wing.
II. Simulation Framework
The capture of the physics of the flow around VGs requires high fidelity solvers and high density
numerical meshes. A solution framework has been developed and involves obtaining viscous flows
using OpenFOAM[59] with an autonomous mesh generation tool to produce high quality structured
viscous meshes with a vortex generator.
A. Mesh Generation
A bespoke mesh generation tool was developed to generate high quality structured viscous
meshes, both for the initial validation work and the representative airfoil sections (with and without
a vortex generator).
The airfoil meshes generated had C-grid topology. A representative tiltrotor airfoil, which is a
modified NACA 64(4)-421 section was used, with a 0.4% chord blunt trailing edge. A four-block
structured multiblock mesh was generated [33], and three views are presented in figure 1; this is for
a mesh with 769 points on the airfoil surface, 97 streamwise points on either side of the wake line,
65 points across the blunt trailing edge, and 129 points in the normal direction.
Fig. 1: Four-block structured mesh
[59] http://www.OpenFOAM.org/
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To include the vortex generator, the two-dimensional mesh is extruded to the correct part-span
position. A high quality mesh deformation scheme is then used to rotate the mesh to the required
vortex generator incidence, and pull in mesh cells from upstream, downstream, above and either
side of the generator to match the required local spacings. This is achieved via several local radial
basis function deformations [34, 35]. The VG is then represented by a zero-thickness plane, which is
designated using solid surface boundary conditions. Figure 2 shows the resulting wing surface mesh
near the leading edge and the surface with starboard plane, together with a closer view of the VG.
Fig. 2: Surface mesh including vortex generator
Validation of the simulation framework is presented below, and is performed on a VG on a
flat plate. An example mesh is presented in figure 3. As is the case with the airfoil meshes,
the vortex generator is represented by a zero-thickness plane. This plane, and the surrounding
cells are also deformed using local radial basis function deformations to achieve the appropriate
geometry and near-field resolution. Resolutions used were representative of those employed in the
airfoil simulations, with 385 points on the flat plate streamwise direction and 129 in the spanwise
direction. The normal direction has 129 points and 97 points extend streamwise to the farfield.
The final stage in the mesh generation process reduces the cell count away from sections of
interest. This is undertaken through point removal and combining of hexahedral cells to form
polyhedra. The mesh reduction process typically involves a 50-60% cell count reduction.
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Fig. 3: Flat plate with inset VG (at 16 degrees)
B. Flow Solver
The solver package used in the current work is the open source CFD software OpenFOAM. The
flow solver, with RANS turbulence modelling, is a unstructured solver based upon the SIMPLE
algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations), which is an iterative procedure to
solve the Navier-Stokes equations for steady-state problems. This iterative procedure, as originally
implemented in OpenFOAM, relies on basic residual checking for steady-state convergence criteria.
After modification, steady-state convergence is assessed using the standard deviation of the force
coefficients. The turbulence model used was the standard Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model as defined
by NASA Langley’s Turbulence Modelling Resource[60], and has the minimum limiter of 0.3 × Ω
for Sˆ.
C. Framework Validation
A validation study was performed using experimental and complementary CFD data taken from
the work of Yao et al. [36]. Although two rectangular vane-type VGs are studied experimentally,
only one has accompanying numerical simulation results. It is this VG configuration which was
considered within the current work to assert whether mesh resolution and quality is sufficient. This
VG has a height, h, of 7mm (h/δ=0.2) and a length, l, of 49mm. Three VG angles of attack were
tested (10, 16 and 23 degrees). The VG was located such that the boundary layer height was 35mm.
At the inlet, fully turbulent conditions were assumed. Wall effects due to the wind tunnel were
[60] http://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov
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ignored and the domain extended 20m to the farfield from the 3m plate.
Figure 4 shows the circulation decay downstream of the VG and the spanwise vortex location.
The circulation was determined during post-processing of the flow-field using a line integral along
a positive x-vorticity contour. There is good agreement between the predicted circulation obtained
via the RANS-SA OpenFOAM CFD and the experimental data. The applied method is sufficient
to capture both the initial strength of the vortex and also the circulation downstream decay. The
vortex core is tracked downstream using the same definition for the centre of the vortex as given in
[36], namely the peak positive stream-wise vorticity component (within a given streamwise slice).
As shown, the current CFD provides good agreement with the experimental results for the VGs
angled at 16 and 23 degrees. The experimental results for the 10 degree VG are offset to both the
current CFD and that undertaken by Yao et al. This is the smallest vortex, thus any errors are
magnified somewhat.
From these results, it is evident that the chosen mesh resolutions and flow solver are sufficient
to capture and track the strength and location of the vortex from the VG to beyond the distances
measured in the experiment. Circulation decay was also accurately predicted by the current set-up.
Of particular importance with regards to a design space investigation was the impact due to varying
the VG angle, which was also accurately obtained.
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Fig. 4: Circulation downstream and spanwise vortex path validation.
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D. Design Flow Condition
Vortex generators on an aircraft are commonly added to modify unwanted flow phenomena at
certain flight conditions on the flight envelope. Generally, this will not be in cruise conditions of the
aircraft, but a point on the edge of the flight envelope. For a tiltrotor, which may have a cruise Mach
number within the range of 0.4-0.6, the loading on the wing in cruise is low, hence the separation
issues that create buffet and stall problems are not of concern. However, at the periphery of the
flight envelope, these issues can arise.
Buffet is a particularly difficult flow phenomena to simulate due to its unsteady
nature. However, it has been noted that buffet can be prominent on thick airfoils
possibly due to the susceptibility of these airfoils to experience large separation regions
[37]. A common empirical technique for predicting buffet onset is that due to Bore
[38] and is drawn from the observation that buffet normally occurs when the wing is at
its highest loading – and therefore likely experiencing separated flow. Bore postulates
that buffet response is due to a deviation in the linearity of the lift coefficient curve, or
the reverse of this which is that a change to the gradient of the lift-curve slope gradient
is shifted to a higher lift coefficient. A similar method was also used by Kenway and
Martins [39] to predict buffet onset of a transonic wing and subsequently perform
shape optimization to mitigate against this onset. For the purpose of optimization, it
is therefore appropriate to use the assumption that large separation regions are linked
to buffet, hence steady-state simulations – which are capable of modelling separation –
are used. Furthermore, for modelling vortices shed for VGs, steady-state simulations
are appropriate [40]. As such, in this paper, buffet is not explicitly modelled (which
would require unsteady simulations) but a steady-state cause of the buffet boundary
is modelled and used for optimization purposes.
The design flow condition considered is representative of a highly-loaded case on the edge of
the design envelope. As an example, the V-n diagram of the XV-15 [41] shows high loading factors.
The example considered is similar to the XV-15 at maximum gross weight (15,000lb) at minimum
forward velocity (150keas). At sea-level conditions this represents a Mach number of 0.24. The high
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weight combined with low velocity and a small wing area results in a highly loaded wing, where the
CL is over 1.0, and when a loading factor is applied to this, for example during a manoeuvre, can
give a much higher lift coefficient. These figures give an approximation of the types of loading that
can be exhibited by the wing of a representative tiltrotor aircraft, hence the chosen design condition
is similar in nature to this.
The VG optimization was undertaken at a Reynolds number of 7.5 million, and a Mach number
of 0.24. The airfoil was trimmed to CL = 1.3.
E. Airfoil Spanwise Boundary Conditions
To ensure proper choice of spanwise boundary conditions, representative airfoil simulations with
the VG were undertaken using various spanwise boundary conditions. Three different geometry
configurations were assessed. Since the simulations involve an infinite-wing, it is possible to utilise
geometrical planes of symmetry to reduce the airfoil and VG section as shown in figure 5. While
it is possible to utilise periodic boundary conditions as well as slip conditions for the double and
single spans, it is only possible to use slip conditions on the half-span geometry. All five scenarios
were examined.
In table 1, the converged force coefficients are presented for an example VG geometry. Conver-
gence was determined when the standard deviation of each individual force coefficient was reduced
below a tolerance of 1 × 10−4, adjudged on the previous 30 iterations. The pitching moment co-
efficient was calculated about the quarter-chord point. From the table, it is clear that the choice
of spanwise boundary condition is negligible when considering accuracy. Obviously, there is a sig-
nificant computational cost with increasing the simulated domain. However, it is also necessary to
examine flow conditions within the domain to determine boundary condition impact.
In figure 6, the λ2 criterion is presented to quantify the vortex extent [42]. This criterion
denotes the intermediate eigenvalue of the symmetric tensor S2s + Ω
2
s where Ωs =
1
2 [∇u − (∇u)T ]
is the vorticity tensor and Ss =
1
2 [∇u + (∇u)T ] the rate of strain tensor. Negative values of the
λ2 criterion denote the vortex. No discernible differences are evident as the geometry simulated is
extended from the half span (slip) to a double span (periodic).
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U∞
Fig. 5: Three geometry sections investigated
Table 1: Span geometry and boundary condition impact on force coefficients.
Periodic BC slip BC
Double Span Single Span Double Span Single Span Half-Span
CL 1.2914 1.2915 1.2914 1.2915 1.2913
CD 0.0262 0.0262 0.0262 0.0262 0.0262
CM -0.0858 -0.0858 -0.0858 -0.0858 -0.0858
Normalised CPU Cost 18.2 8.0 14.5 2.7 1.0
Since the spanwise boundary condition impact was negligible, the half-span with slip boundary
condition was chosen due to its reduced computational cost.
III. Adaptive Surrogate Optimization Process
Implementation of the simulation framework to the VG design process was achieved by surrogate
modelling. The CFD framework was used to simulate a number of VG designs to sample the VG
design space, from which a surrogate model was constructed. This was then optimized to find
an optimal VG design. The final design was rerun through the CFD framework to evaluate the
predicted objective value from the surrogate with the real objective value from the CFD. If the
error was large then new sample points were generated using an adaptive method and the process
13
Fig. 6: Vortex extent, as denoted by λ2 = −0.1 surface for the half-span (slip) and double span
(periodic) setups.
was run again. The details of the surrogate model construction, including the suitable selection of
initial sample points and adapted sample points, are presented in this section. A flowchart of the
overall process is shown in figure 7.
A. Design Objective
While eliminating early onset buffet on tiltrotor wings is the overall objective, this can be
undertaken by means of an intermediate objective which allows for only steady-state simulations.
This intermediate objective is the elimination of the large separation which precedes buffet onset at
the chosen design condition (CL = 1.3). At the chosen design condition, a large separation region
is observed beyond 88% airfoil chord, as shown in figure 8.
Vortex generators are added to reduce the separation region in figure 8, and therefore alleviate
the early-onset buffet. Therefore the objective function (equation 1), against which to design the
vortex generators, is chosen to be a compound objective, chosen to balance the design objective of
reducing separation with the common objective of reducing drag. A compound objective function
is chosen such that the reduction of the separation, which is the first goal of the optimization
process, is considered explicitly by the optimizer, rather than implicitly if, say, drag were considered
in isolation. Furthermore, if separation is eliminated, the optimizer can still reduce the objective
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Fig. 7: Flowchart of adaptive surrogate design process
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Fig. 8: Clean Geometry streamlines
function by considering the minimum drag VG to eliminate separation.
J = CD + kS (1)
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In equation 1 J is the objective function to be minimized, S is the span-average separation
chordwise location (as a percentage), and k is a constant used to balance the effect of the two.
To ensure equal magnitude of both parameters, k is taken to be 0.0005 such that 1% separation
equates to adding 5 drag counts to the problem. S is calculated as the ratio of the surface area of
the upper surface that experiences a negative skin friction, to the total surface area of the airfoil’s
upper surface.
B. Design Parameters
In order to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of a chosen vortex generator design, the VG
geometry must be classified by specific planform and location parameters. In this work, the VG
geometry was classified by five such parameters, namely VG length (l), VG aspect ratio (AR), VG
setting angle relative to freestream (θ), VG chordwise location (c) and the spacing ratio (s). The VG
aspect ratio is defined as AR = l/h, and the spacing ratio is defined as the ratio between the intra-
pair spacing (y1) and the inter-pair spacing (y2), where the intra-pair spacing is fixed (y1 = 0.5%).
A schematic of the design geometry is shown in figure 9.
y1
y2
θ
c
u∞
(a) Top view
h
l
u∞
(b) Side view
Fig. 9: VG Configuration
Rectangular VGs are modelled in this work and the VGs are counter-rotating in nature. The five
design parameters were chosen as these give a sufficient variation in the flow nature and final force
coefficients to design for a chosen objective function. The maximum and minimum values of the
design parameters are shown in table 2, and chosen to represent sensible coverage without including
extremes of the design space; the range of h was chosen to represent variation in the boundary layer
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thickness over the airfoil; AR range was chosen to represent typical VG design sizes; the angle range
is considered to be a range where a flat plate provides effective lift; chord placement was chosen
to be far enough upstream such that the vortex has time to develop and encourage mixing of the
boundary layer with higher energy flow to become effective enough to avoid separation; s was chosen
to be within limits to avoid very large meshes. All parameters were scaled such that the design
space is [0, 1]5.
Table 2: Design space range
Parameter Minimum Maximum
h 0.2% 2%
AR 1 4
θ 5◦ 30◦
c 5% 60%
s 5 20
C. Surrogate Modelling
A surrogate model is an interpolation or approximation made from a small sample of data
sites that give the value of the design space at those known data sites. A surrogate model can be
formulated in a number of different ways, though the most common methods are by a polynomial
[43], radial basis functions (RBFs) [44, 45] or Kriging [46–48]. Reviews of surrogate modelling and
surrogate-based optimization have been presented [26–28], which the reader is guided to for more
in-depth discussions on the formulations and common uses for each method. The surrogate model
used in this work is developed around a multivariate interpolation using RBFs. This interpolation
method has the advantage of providing exact recovery of data at the known sites, thus preserving
the CFD data at the known sampled points.
The general theory of RBFs is presented by Buhmann[49] and Wendland [50], and the basis
of the method used here is described in detail by Rendall and Allen [34] and surrogate specific
detail in Mackman et al.[51]. Let f(x) be the original function to be modelled, and fi be the scalar
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values at n discrete points xi, i = 1, ..., n, where xi is the vector of inputs at the ith sample point
in d-dimensional space xk, k = 1, ..., d. The set of data points X = {x1, ...,xn} is confined to a
domain Ω in d-dimensional space. A RBF model is then a linear combination of basis functions,
whose argument is the Euclidean distance between the point x at which the interpolation is made
and the n points in the known data set. If φ is the chosen basis function and ‖ · ‖ is used to denote
the Euclidean norm, then an interpolation model q has the form:
q(x) =
n∑
i=1
wiφ(‖x− xi‖) + P (x) (2)
where wi, i = 1, ..., n are model coefficients, and P (x) is an optional polynomial. The coefficients
are found by requiring exact recovery of the original data, qX = f , for all points in the training data
set X . Hence the model is an interpolant, and all original solution information is preserved. When
the polynomial term is included, the system is completed by the additional requirement
n∑
i=1
wiP (x) = 0 (3)
which is sometimes referred to as the side condition, for a polynomial that takes the form
P = γ0 +
d∑
k=1
γkx
k (4)
Setting up a global RBF interpolation then requires a solution to a linear system:

0
0
...
0
f1
...
fn

=

0 0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0 x11 · · · x1n
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0 xd1 · · · xdn
1 x11 · · · xd1 φ1,1 · · · φ1,n
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
1 x1n · · · xdn φn,1 · · · φn,n


γ0
γ1
...
γd
w1
...
wn

(5)
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where φi,j = φ(‖xi−xj‖). Once the coefficients are known, the objective function at an interpolated
point is then found by equation 2.
Many choices are available for the basis function itself, but a radial conditionally positive definite
function is chosen to ensure the system has a unique solution. Basis functions are said to be
compactly supported when they decay to zero at a given distance from the centre, known as the
support radius R. Compactly supported functions have desirable numerical characteristics and
modelling behaviour, hence the work presented here uses Wendland’s C2 function [50].
The support radius used in the function also acts to control the region of influence of each of
the centres. A larger support radius allows each sample point to influence the interpolation at a
given point from a greater distance away, and in general leads to a smoother interpolation. The
support radius scales the Euclidean distance between two points:
‖x− xi‖scaled = 1
R
√√√√ d∑
k=1
(xk − xki )2. (6)
D. Latin Hypercube Sampling
The surrogate-based approach relies on limiting the number of high fidelity sample points within
the design space, and thus efficient design space interrogation methods are desired. A Latin Hy-
percube sampling approach [52] is a statistics-based approach designed to produce an optimum
configuration of sample points through the design space; the design space produced has each divi-
sion in all dimensions sampled by exactly one sample point. This approach is particularly useful in
initial sampling as it incorporates many of the desirable properties of random sampling and stratified
sampling [53].
In this work, LHC sampling was used to construct the initial design space. In addition, corners
of the sample space were also added as this is important for the surrogate interpolation. Whilst a
random LHC can be utilised, an optimised LHC offers an improvement in providing a more evenly
sampled design space for construction of the surrogate model. The approach chosen utilised the
Morris and Mitchell [54] Φp criteria. Since the possible combinations for a 5 dimension hypercube
with only 100 sample points is of the order of 10790, an optimization algorithm is required. This
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work used the Enhanced Stochastic Evolution algorithm proposed by Jin et al. [55]. An example of
the resulting Latin Hypercube sample is shown in figure 10 for 100 sample points in two-dimensions
plus the corner points.
(a) Random LHC (b) Optimized LHC
Fig. 10: Latin Hypercube sampled design space (plus corner points)
The Latin Hypercube used in this work consisted of 181 sample and corner points.
E. Adaptive Sampling
The Latin Hypercube sampling approach was used as a means of efficiently constructing the
initial set of samples required to generate the first version of the surrogate model. Adaptive sampling
then interrogates the surrogate model to determine new sampling locations. Once these locations
were simulated, they were added in to the next version of the surrogate model. Using an adaptive
approach allows better capture of the design space by the surrogate in the regions of interest [51].
Furthermore, the use of an adaptive sampling strategy compared to the equivalent cost of the
conventional sampling, by say a Latin Hypercube, has been shown to lead to a much more accurate
surrogate model with better capture of the variations and curvature of the design space [51].
Updated sampling points are generated based on a compromise between space-filling updates
and local refinement in non-linear regions. This non-linearity is determined by the Laplacian. A
smooth separation function quantifies the sample spacing in order to assess space-filling updates. A
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criterion, C, was proposed in [29] which merges these two criteria:
C = (|∇2J |+ )(1−H)2 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 (7)
where  is a small number, sufficient to avoid C = 0 when |∇2J | = 0. The variable H is the space-
filling function, such that (1 − H) grows away from previously sampled locations. However, this
criterion C was proposed in order to improve information around both maxima and minima within
the surrogate model (hence the magnitude of the Laplacian). If only a minimum is desired (positive
Laplacian) or maximum (negative Laplacian) then the C function can be adjusted appropriately.
Larger values of C indicate new potential sample locations.
The space-filling (or separation) function, H, is defined as a smooth function, for blending with
the local refinement component of C. In this function, H = 1 at a sample point, and diminishes
as distance increases away from the sample point. This is produced using an RBF kernel with a
compactly supported basis function and small support radius. The support radius used in this work
was determined as a function of two distances, the minimum distance (d1) and supremum minimum
distance (d2) between sample points.
Rh = R0
√
(d1d2) (8)
where R0 is a scaling factor, which typically has a value of approximately unity. However, it was
found that the adaptive sampling approach outlined above was insufficient to progressively refine
the solution without significant adaptive sample points. Therefore the adaptive sampling approach
was modified with the addition of an exploitative term
Cb = (|∇2J |+ )(1−H)2b3 (9)
where b is a distance based function used to force the adaptive sampling to place points around the
current optimum. The b function is smooth and produced via an RBF kernel in the same manner as
H. b = 1 at the optimum point and will decay away from the point to zero at the furthest reaches of
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the design space. Thus the original adaptive sampling approach can be seen as primarily explorative
(when b = 1 throughout the design space), whilst the new is exploitative (0 ≤ b ≤ 1). Furthermore,
the new adaptive sampling approach balances three important requirements for an effective design
space model; space-filling (due to the H function), curvature modelling (due to the Laplacian) and
optimum locating (due to the b function). The performance of the new method was tested on two
analytical design spaces, and the results are presented below.
1. Franke’s Function
Franke’s function is a bivariate function, consisting of two Gaussian peaks of differing heights
and a smaller trough. In this instance, the adaptive sampling is undertaken using a grid evaluation
seeking only the maximum location, with the trough refinement ignored. The function is defined
using
f(x) = 0.75 exp
(
− (9x1 − 2)
2
4
− (9x2 − 2)
2
4
)
+ 0.75 exp
(
− (9x1 + 1)
2
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− 9x2 + 1
10
)
+0.5 exp
(
− (9x1 − 7)
2
4
− (9x2 − 3)
2
4
)
− 0.2 exp (−(9x1 − 4)2 − (9x2 − 7)2) (10)
between xi ∈ [0, 1].
After an initial 9 sample points, 24 adaptive sample points are introduced sequentially. The
results for using both adaptive sampling techniques is given in figure 11.
(a) C approach top view (b) C approach (c) Cb approach top view (d) Cb approach
Fig. 11: Comparison of C and Cb adaptive sampling approaches using Franke’s Function
It is clear that the Cb approach produces samples that are highly concentrated around the
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primary peak. it is also more rapid in identifying the exact peak location during the adaptive cycle.
2. Rastrigin Function
The two-dimensional variant of the n-dimensional Rastrigin function is a more complex problem,
with a plethora of local minima and maxima. It is defined by
f(x) = −An− Σni=1
(
x2i −A cos (2pixi)
)
(11)
where A = 10, n = 2, xi ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]. The global maximum (f(x) = 0) is located at x = 0. After
an initial 16 sample points, 24 adaptive sample points are introduced sequentially. As shown in
figure 12, both adaptive approaches capture the overall global maximum, although the Cb function
has again clearly covered all potential local maxima within proximity. Both adaptive strategies offer
advantages, with C providing an initial adaptive coverage, and Cb refining the final solution.
(a) C approach top view (b) C approach (c) Cb approach top view (d) Cb approach
Fig. 12: Comparison of C and Cb adaptive sampling approaches using Rastrigin’s Function
F. Differential Evolution
The use of a global optimization algorithm coupled with a surrogate model provides for rapid
determination of points of interest (for adaptive sampling) or the optimum solution itself. A global
optimization approach was developed based on differential evolution (DE) [56]. DE is a swarm
intelligence algorithm built around the concept of evolutionary mechanics. Like the other swarm
intelligence algorithms DE takes a number of agents (parameter vectors) and follows three steps to
advance the optimization algorithm:
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1. Mutation: generate a mutated candidate solution by small, random changes
2. Crossover : ‘breeding’ of mutated and parent solutions to produce a child
3. Selection: accept the new child based on its fitness
The parameter vectors are vectors of length d, where each entry represents a position in each
of the d design parameters:
xn = {x1n, x2n, . . . , xdn}T (12)
The mutation stage involves the production of a new, candidate solution to introduce variability
and exploration into the algorithm. The candidate/mutated solution for the n-th parent/target
solution is called the donor vector, vn, and is produced by combining three existing parameter
vectors:
vn = xrn1 + F (xrn2 − xrn3 ) (13)
where r1, r2 and r3 (r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= n) are random integers chosen from the range [1, N ], for a
population of N parameter vectors (or agents), for each parent vector, and F is a scalar that is
typically in the interval [0, 1] and is chosen to either maximize or minimize exploration away from
the existing agents. The crossover stage is used to enhance diversity in the population by combining
aspects of the given parent and donor vectors. Binomial crossover, with probability CR is used in
this work. Thus the DE variant employed was DE/rand/1/bin. The final stage of the algorithm is
to assess whether the new child is of sufficient fitness to replace the given parameter vector. If the
fitness of the child vector is better than its parent then the child replaces the parent.
The DE algorithm was run with constants commonly found in the literature [57]; 50 particles,
crossover probability 0.3, mutation rate 0.7. A four stage population stage reduction (PSR) [58]
was also used to aid convergence.
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IV. Results
In this section, the results obtained from the adaptive surrogate optimization process for the
design of VGs are presented. The airfoil used is the NACA 64(4)-421 section with a 0.4% chord
blunt trailing edge. Results are presented summarising the initial sampling points obtained using
LHC sampling and run using the CFD framework. A summary of the surrogate model is then
presented. Finally, optimization results and adaptive sampling results are presented showing the
optimized VG geometry.
A. Latin Hypercube Sampling Summary
At all Latin Hypercube samples the airfoil was trimmed to the design loading of CL = 1.3. A
brief statistical summary of the results is shown in table 3.
Table 3: Design space results
Parameter Value h AR θ c s
Min. J
CD 0.0203
0.82% 3.84 16.89◦ 55.6% 8.8Separation 0.1%
J 0.0204
Max. J
CD 0.0784
1.98% 2.98 27.00◦ 15.73.0% 10.17Separation 0.0%
J 0.0784
Min. CD
CD 0.0178
1.72% 2.58 22.75◦ 37.45% 18.05Separation 10.4%
J 0.0230
Max. CD
CD 0.0784
1.98% 2.98 27.00◦ 15.73% 10.17Separation 0.0%
J 0.0784
Max. S
CD 0.0263
1.89% 1.87 13.13◦ 59.45% 13.16Separation 17.4%
J 0.0349
It is evident from table 3 that considering drag in isolation is not sufficient to reduce (and
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eliminate) separation. Of the 181 samples, 24.5% have S < 0.1%, but only two (4.4%) of this
reduced sample have a CD < 0.0210. These two samples are spread throughout the design space,
such that the distance between these points with the normalised [0, 1]5 design space is 0.85 which
equates to 38% of the design space range.
B. Surrogate Model
The initial surrogate model was constructed using Wendland’s C2 function with a support
radius sufficient to cover the entire design space. Selected projections for the objective function J
are presented in figure 13 for the design space [0, 1]5.
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(f) Projection at AR = 1, s = 1
Fig. 13: Surrogate model projections (blue represents lower objective, J)
C. Optimization
The results of optimizing the VG surrogate model for the objective function given by equation
1 are given in table 4, along with the clean values and the values that are the lowest objective values
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from the latin hypercube sample. To increase the adaptive sampling rate, a number of updates per
iteration were undertaken in parallel. This only requires updating the separation function before
determination of the next update location. The number of updates per iteration and the number
of iterations was prescribed in advance. Two iterations of adaptive sampling using five samples in
each iterations were performed.
Table 4: Design space results
J CD Separation α h AR θ c s
Clean 0.0247 0.0191∗ 11.1%∗ 9.6◦ - - - - -
Min. LHC 0.0204 0.0203 0.1% 9.0◦ 0.81% 3.84 16.89◦ 55.6% 8.8
Optimized (Surrogate) 0.0189 – – }
8.8◦ 0.85% 3.64 8.42◦ 21.5% 5.8
Optimized (CFD) 0.0189 0.0189 0.0%
∗ oscillatory result: time-averaged
The results clearly demonstrate that the optimized value is a considerable improvement in
the separation experienced on the airfoil and therefore a reduction in buffet may be expected.
The optimization process via differential evolution has also improved the performance of the VG
compared to just taking the best sample tested in the latin hypercube, therefore vindicating the
optimization process. Comparing to the clean geometry, it is particularly impressive that the process
developed here, of design space sampling, surrogate-based optimization and adaptive sampling, has
been able to eliminate separation at a highly loaded condition and achieved a decrease in the drag
on the airfoil of 7% relative to best result achieved by the Latin hypercube sampling alone.
Figure 14 shows the (span-averaged) pressure coefficients and the (span-averaged) upper surface
streamwise skin friction coefficients (figure 15 shows the skin friction near to the trailing edge) of
the clean geometry and with the optimized VG. Streamlines proximal to the VG and trailing edge of
the airfoil are presented in figure 16. The large separation region rearwards of x/c = 89% present in
the clean geometry has been entirely eliminated using the optimum VG configuration; see figure 8
for the clean geometry streamlines. This is also clearly shown in the skin friction coefficients. Figure
17 shows the vortex extent, as defined by the λ2 = 0 criterion between the minimum LHC sample
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and the optimum solution. The induced vortex of the optimum design has eliminated separation at
the trailing edge of the airfoil, as shown in figure 16, although a small region is still present in the
minimum LHC sample.
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Fig. 14: Span-averaged pressure and upper surface streamwise skin friction coefficients
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Fig. 15: Trailing edge span-averaged upper surface streamwise skin friction coefficients
Angle of attack sweeps were also performed on the clean airfoil (initial design) and the airfoil
with optimized VG (optimum design) to analyse the off-design performance at the design flow
conditions, and these are presented in figure 18 (the clean wing was run until stall onset). It can
be seen that the angle at which separation has occurred has been increased considerably using the
optimum VG, indicating that the optimization has produced an improvement along a wide range of
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Fig. 16: Induced vortex impact downstream of optimized VG
Fig. 17: Vortex extent from minimum LHC (left) and fully optimized VG (right)
the angle of attack, and not just at the design point.
As previously stated, VGs are added to cure flow issues at design points that are generally away
from cruise, often an the extremes of the flight envelope, and this has been considered here. As such,
the VGs will give a performance penalty in cruise where they are not actively providing a positive
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Fig. 18: Angle of attack sweeps of clean airfoil and optimized VG at design condition
influence. Hence, sweeps have been performed at a representative cruise condition (M = 0.45,
Re = 8.7 million) and the lift-drag polar is given in figure 19. A tiltrotor aircraft maintains
the vertical take-off and landing capability of a conventional helicopter but with a
much higher cruise speed, range and endurance, close to that of a conventional fixed
wing aircraft. To achieve this, in the cruise conditions, the wing design objectives are
generally low drag and a high L/D ratio. As noted, however, the VGs – which are
required for buffet mitigation – provide a drag penalty in cruise and at a typical cruise
CL, the L/D penalty by adding the VGs is 12%. Therefore, for the cruise condition
of this infinite wing, perhaps a large penalty to the performance of the wing in the
primary flight condition is not desirable, though, as also noted, if buffet is an issue
in an off-design flight condition then VGs may be necessary along with the associated
cruise performance penalty. In tiltrotor design, as in all engineering design, trade-offs,
which here are between cruise performance and the buffet mitigation, are critical.
Finally, to demonstrate that the optimization process has converged onto a minimum value,
the value of the gradients of the objective with respect to changes in the design variables at the
optimized point were considered. An optimum solution for this type of problem is one where the
gradient values approach a very small number. Table 5 shows these gradient values and demonstrates
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Fig. 19: Lift-drag polars of clean airfoil and optimized VG at cruise flow conditions
the high performance of the optimization algorithm. This is further demonstrated in figure 20, where
the convergence of the optimizer is terms of the chord location design variable shows convergence
onto a single solution. Furthermore, the use of the adaptive sampling strategy to improve the
prediction of the surrogate model is vindicated; figure 20 demonstrates that by performing adaptive
sampling, the error between the predicted optimal objective function from the surrogate, and the
actual objective function from the CFD, converges, such that the error after two rounds of adaptive
sampling is 0.42%, or less than 1 drag count.
Table 5: Gradients at minimum LHC sample and optimum solution
Min. LHC Optimized
∂J/∂h 6.2×10−3 -2.3×10−10
∂J/∂AR -1.3×10−2 1.2×10−9
∂J/∂θ 3.0×10−3 -3.8×10−11
∂J/∂c 3.2×10−3 7.1×10−10
∂J/∂s -4.2×10−3 1.5×10−9
V. Conclusion
The quantification of the effects of flow around a tiltrotor-like airfoil with vortex generators
(VGs) and subsequent design of these VGs has been considered. The highly loaded and thick wing
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Fig. 20: Convergence rate of optimizer to optimal design for chord location, and convergence of
surrogate error after adaptive sampling.
of a tiltrotor is particularly susceptible to early onset buffet, so boundary layer control is critical and,
hence, upper surface flow control devices are an important consideration. An analysis package has
been developed that uses the open source library, OpenFOAM, to obtain high-fidelity viscous flow
simulation, and a custom mesh generator to autonomously obtain high quality structured meshes
for VGs on a wing.
Design of counter rotating VGs has been considered using, first, a Latin Hypercube sampling
approach to obtain design space samples for five variables; VG height, VG aspect ratio, VG angle,
chord-wise location, and VG spacing. A surrogate model that uses radial basis functions has been
developed to produce an approximation to a high-fidelity design space but still preserves the im-
portant flow physics required for design. An optimization algorithm based on differential evolution,
which is a global search algorithm, was used to fully interrogate the surrogate model design space.
With the initial sample points defined via an optimised Latin Hypercube, adaptive sampling using
a new, integrated criterion was developed that balances the requirements of space-filling, curvature
modelling and optimum locating. This optimization strategy, of adaptive surrogate modelling was
used to optimize VG design for a high-loading tiltrotor condition, representative of a flight condition
on the edge of the flight envelope where the wing is highly loaded. The objective function blends
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the requirement for drag minimization with reduction of separation.
The objective of the design is to reduce drag of the airfoil while also eliminating separation, which
is a major cause of early-onset buffet in tiltrotors. Results demonstrate that using this framework
allows elimination of the separation using VGs. A particularly impressive result obtained is that
the drag of the wing with optimized VG is lower than the drag of the clean wing. Furthermore,
the off-design performance of the optimized VG shows the elimination of separation up to large
angles of attack, and therefore a considerable reduction in drag at those large angles, however a
design trade-off needs to be considered between buffet elimination at the design point
considered and the cruise performance, which is otherwise reduced.
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